HR-01.07

Resolution to Call on the OSU Foundation to Develop and Begin Implementation of a Fundraising Campaign to Pay for Access to Improvements Required by Federal ADA Regulations “Crews Act of March 2010”

WHEREAS ASOSU Congress resolved unanimously in HR-01.03 that Facility Services of Oregon State University conduct a self-evaluation of campus facilities according to current ADA standards and complete a thorough transition plan for Oregon State University to comply with ADA standards by June 30, 2011 that will include: cost projections, priorities, and funding strategies.

WHEREAS A reason given for Oregon State University’s lack of compliance with ADA standards, to which they are legally obligated to comply, is perpetually: “lack of funding”.

WHEREAS The OSU Foundation has proven its capacity to raise funding for projects of the size that an ADA evaluation would suggest is necessary on Oregon State University’s campus.

WHEREAS It is in the interest of Oregon State University to avoid lawsuits regarding the lack of compliance to federal ADA regulations by working toward compliance in as expedited a manner as possible.

BE IT HEREBY RESOLVED BY THE 1st ASOSU HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES THAT:

That the OSU Foundation begin to develop and implement a fundraising campaign to pay for access improvements on Oregon State University’s campus, that are required by ADA regulation, by June 30, 2011.
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